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“ROLLING IN THE MUCK IS NOT
THE BEST WAY OF GETTING
CLEAN.” - Aldous Huxley

2010 Olympic
Renaming
Games!
By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

Well, Michigan Tech is at it
again – changing the names
of things ever so slightly to
reflect some new message.
First it was the great dormsresidence halls scandal of
2008. Then it was the CCLIHDMZ civil insurrection that
seized Walker over the last
few years. Most recently, the
Admin building has been
given a new hat to wear: an
ass-hat to be specific.
Tour guides for years have
been explaining the importance of the Administration
Building (Admin) for years. In
that riot-proof fortress, you
can give Tech your tuition
money, use your money to
buy a parking spot, register
for expensive classes, beg
for more money, and get
helplessly lost. But over the
summer, they revamped the
inside to be all snazzy. “Of
course, any time you renovate things, you have to give
it a renovated name,” ex...see HAHA BUTT. on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like midterms!

MTU Student Develops IntelligenceDependent Invisibility Field

Pic o’ the Day!

By Bryne Judy ~ Daily Bull

Over the course of human history, we Gatorade, and a six-foot length of PVC
have always wished as a species to pipe. The device, incredibly, renders
disappear - from view, that is. From anyone holding it invisible from anyone
“that guy” blending into the crowd to who happens to look at them for very
the embarrassed school boy who just long with only one flaw; it is unable
wants to melt away into the floorboards; to affect the unintelligent. Triumphant,
from the upand-coming thief John carried the advice to class the
to the combat-loving next day instead of the previous projsoldier, alm o s t ect, astounding both his professor and
ever yone
everyone else who became
has desired
involved in
at some
the project.
point to hide
their face from peep“The deing eyes for one reason
vice”, comor another. What fortune,
mented the
then, that this re- An artist’s rendition of the device supposedly in- d e p a r t m e n t
cent discovery dicates a need for Gatorade to pass through the chair, “is ingehas popped out PVC. Tests are still being done, but with some nious, really, in
difficulty since the volunteers can be hard to find.
of nowhere to
that it runs off
take its place in history.
some sort of unknown energy source
in the Gatorade. It requires almost no
John Shaunery, a 6th year Civil Engineer- energy outside the occasional replaceing student at Michigan Tech, made the ment and is completely portable. John
breakthrough just last weekend while is a genius for coming up with this thing.”
trying to finish up an overdue and unrelated pipe planning project. Hit by bril- Shor tly later, a parade of amazed
liant inspiration, he reputedly fashioned students and faculty formed to show
the first prototype from tape, seven John’s device’s miraculous properties
used staples, two pencils, a bottle of off which marched around campus for
...see You can’t seeee meeee on back

Scandal Alert: MTU installs high-tech rock garden that
takes up space on campus. In other news, students
need to find something new to whine about.

You know what’s NOT a problem? The new theatre section of STUDIO PIZZA
opening this Saturday evening! Bring your family, your girlfriend, you laptop...
anyone special, and come enjoy their music show and some hot pizza!

... You can’t seee meee from front

... HAHA BUTT. from front

several hours. Being a top-notch
school, all students and faculty
were completely unable to see the
holder after learning the properties
of the creation with the exception of a few inevitable bad eggs.
Skeptics exist, but as all who have
successfully witnessed the invisibility field in action would say,
”anyone immune to the field is too
simpleminded to matter”.

plained third year tour guide Cody
Marino. He clarified that “Administration” seemed a bit too general, so
now the fortress of solitude is being
marketed by its full and proper name:
the Administration and Student Services Building.

Theories abound that the thing
actually heightens the level of
intelligence of those in the immediate vicinity; explanation of the
complicated design alone is often
enough to cause the listener to
obtain a level of intelligence where
it fades from view.
John has not been available for
questioning, as five bulletproof
black vans are said to have escorted him off campus shortly after
his invention was publicized.
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It occurs to me that maybe there’s a
more positive acronym for this building. What if we call it the Administration-Student Services Building, put in
that little hyphen that can make a huge
difference. It’s joining the two functions of administrating and student
services! The A-SS building. As a preSay it with me: ASS Building. Teehee. fix, a- can mean “lack of” or “without.”
A-SS… without SS? Michigan Tech is
Childlike insults to the higher-ups a Nazi-free zone? Hooray!! I like that
aside, there are a lot of reasons the better. Much more hopeful.
new name is funny. The ASS retains all
your money. The ASS gets blocked In other renaming news, the “new resup with long lines of freshmen not idential apartment building” has finally
understanding Banweb. The ASS gets been christened with a bottle of sparspanked repeatedly by students who kling grape juice: Hillside Place. That
hate rising tuition prices. The ASS is sounds like either an old people’s
tan and firm and gleams in the sun.
home or an insane asylum, doesn’t it?
The poor tour guides have a lot to reWith all seriousness, though, I have to member, with so many things getting
wonder why we haven’t been calling a fresh coat of paint, so to speak. I’m
it this all along. It says ‘Administration not sure if they have to walk all the
and Student Services’ right there on way up the hill to Hillside Place; that
the side - always has. I guess even would be quite a chore just to tell
back in the 1800s people were people it was named after the land
gutter-minded enough to know they it sits on. But hey, at least it’s easier to
should call it Admin.
spell than Multiliteracies Center.
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AAH! *FLAP FLAP* HURRY! DID WE MISS IT?!

Er... well, yes, actually. But
that’s okay. If you can’t make it
to the meetings, you can always
check us out on the web!
The Bull can be found posting fun
content on its Facebook Page
and occasionally on Involvement
Link. ‘LIKE’ us to see extra pictures, blurbs, and a bit of funny
to spice up that news feed.

Copper Country Limo & Taxi

What You Didn’t Know About La Maison
By Weve Stittaker ~ Daily Bull

Known as the maggots, a fitting title for these tyrants, the La Masion hall
has recently gotten flak over one of there hall rules, the No Fat Chicks
one to be exact. The maggots are also know for their chant that has
been banned on campus due to its vulgar nature.
What you didn’t know is the many other nefarious things the Maggots
have had there grubby hands in.

[Editor’s Note: Remember, kids, uncle Bullhead.gif is always being facetious
when he says things. He’s old and getting tired of explaining himself.]
The maggots have been known to kick people’s dogs, and not just any
dogs: puppies. They go around from neighborhood to neighborhood
abducting puppies and taking them to use for their own despicable
purposes. They made their own sick soccer game were they use puppies instead of a ball. When the broken beaten puppy is done they
just abduct another. Not only do they play twisted puppy soccer they
also force the puppies to fight each other for scraps of meat and warm
caresses.
Aside from their puppy slaughter, they have stolen candy from countless babies; they have teams devised and methods for doing so. One
member distracts the mother or guardian while the other snatches the
candy and gets out before anyone gets the wiser. What do the use this
candy for you might ask? Well come Halloween, the Maggots recycle
the stolen candy and pass it out with a few modifications. Suckers lined
with shifty blades, cyanide-laced Reece’s Cups, and Snickers bars filled
not with nougat, caramel and peanuts... but with mayonnaise.
Witnesses have been quoted saying that the maggots are involved in
identity fraud. One claims to have had her social security information
stolen and then sold to illegal immigrants. Another states that her credit
card was stolen by a former maggot, who proceeded to charge over
$9000 on it for internet pornography. When chargers were brought
to the hall the only comment we could gather from them was, “What
9000!?” It should be noted that the charges have been dropped due
to a lack of evidence, but with the maggots’ reputation one could have
their suspicions.
One wonders how such a sick group of individuals could exist, but the
maggots never cease to amaze us with their terrible antics. If you find
yourself face to face with a maggot remember to hide your kids, hide
your wife, hold your purse and wallet tight, because when you least
expect it the maggots will strike.

